The Prospectus
Welcome to Hopscotch where we care for children from six weeks to school age,
as well as providing out of school care clubs up to age 16 years. This enables us to
look after whole families.
Our aim is to provide a safe, warm, loving and caring environment where your child
can have a good start in life and be empowered. We ensure that they have lots of
fun, freedom to make choices and develop their full potential in a happy, child
centred environment.
Children are mimics and learn rapidly from one another whatever their age. Our
emphasis is on stimulating and challenging the child’s own interest in learning so
that when the time comes to leave Hopscotch they will be confident and
responsible individuals, ensuring that they become successful learners and will
contribute effectively to their life at home, at school and among their friends the goals set by the Scottish Government for Scotland’s children.
In the clubs we maintain the same ethos and ensure that the children enjoy what
we have to offer, whether it is just to chill out after school, have breakfast
before school, do their homework, make their own choices, participate in some of
our activities or take part in our active holiday club.
We hope that you will visit us to discuss your child’s needs with our well qualified
staff.

How

do the Day Care, Kindergarten and Clubs

Operates?

Type of Provision
“ Behold the child, by nature’s kindly law
pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw”
………Alexander Pope
Hopscotch provides child or day care, ante and pre-school early learning, a breakfast club, after school
club, a holiday club and ‘in-service’ day care for children age 0 – 16 years for 50 weeks of the year. We
have an ‘under three’ day care unit, a kindergarten and day care unit for age 3-5 and our clubs. You can
take a tour of our facility on our web at www.hopscotch-nursery.co.uk

Child or Day Care
Hopscotch Nurseries provide a high standard of professional child care from early
in the morning until late in the evening. The longer hours allow parents to work a
full day, confident in the knowledge that their child is being well cared for. The
early arrivals may start the day with a simple breakfast of hot or cold milk and
toast or cereal as requested. We have a healthy morning snack of fruit, cheese,
raisins and milk, a home cooked lunch including vegetables, an afternoon snack for
those on short afternoons and a late afternoon tea for those on long afternoons.
A feature of our facility is small rooms where each child can feel secure in a loving
environment and we can provide for whole families.

Breakfast!

Educational Policy
The Scottish Government states 'Our aspiration is to enable all
children to develop their capacities as confident individuals, effective
contributors, responsible citizens and successful learners'. This is
embodied in a ‘Curriculum for Excellence’ and in the pre-birth to three
curriculum.
In Hopscotch therefore we follow the Scottish Government’s
aspirations and underpin the curriculums with the child’s development
milestones. The essence of this is to have lots of fun and to give
freedom for the individual child to experiment and to develop to their
full potential in a happy environment!

What will I do with this?

Each child is assessed on entry to the nursery, their development
continuously charted and regular Parents’ Evenings held. The children
will learn simple computer keyboard skills and the latest educational
computing programs are available. Visiting teachers of music and
drama, dance and language are organised if there is sufficient demand.
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The Curriculum
The children will have lots of fun and learn through play in a
warm and happy environment where cuddles abound. The
emphasis will be on harnessing and stimulating the children’s
own interest in learning. They will learn to enjoy and help
each other, behave, develop social skills, learn to make
choices and start to make sense of the world about them.
When the time comes they will start to learn their colours,
numbers, pattern recognition and much, much more. The
children will enjoy dance, drama and music as part of the
syllabus.
To augment the nursery based activities the children will
enjoy external visits to places such as the Glasgow museums
to participate in planned early learning and fun workshops or a
nature trail and we will welcome into the nursery many of the
services such as visits from the police and ambulance
personnel. All in all the children will have full, active days
learning through play.

There is always time for a cuddle!

A typical day in nursery care, depending on the particular age group, may include registration and
breakfast. A morning session, including free flow snack, may include play in an imaginary hospital,
kitchen, dentist, travel agents; art and crafts, French, computing. A home cooked healthy lunch is
provided for those in nursery over the lunch period followed by a rest period when the younger children
sleep and those who no longer need a sleep engage in quiet activities in order that they can relax before
the challenges of the afternoon session.
The afternoon day care session is similar
in format to the morning but usually with
different activities for the children to
engage in, and includes afternoon tea.
The Kindergarten timetable for the pre
and
ante-pre-school
children
is
embedded within the day care day.
During the day the children are
encouraged to make choices about what
they do, and care is taken to ensure that
Afternoon tea has arrived, perhaps?
they participate in a wide range of
challenging activities suited to their age
and stage of development. To enable this, each area of the nursery is designed for a particular
development age, offers opportunities for emotional, social and intellectual development as well as
opportunities for vigorous play and knowledge of the world around them.
The children’s development is closely monitored and they are encouraged to take a pride in their
achievements. They actively participate in monitoring their own progress and in filling up their own
folders for their parents and carers to look at when in the nursery or during a parents’ evenings.
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A presentation on the curriculum is given to the parents during the first session of every school year.
We endeavour to explain to the parents the Scottish Government’s expectation of the nursery, how the
curriculum is delivered in a child friendly and child led setting and how the developmental needs of each
child are being met through play.
Hopscotch never loses sight of the fact that parents are the prime educators of their children and we
seek a strong partnership with the parents through individual discussions, reports and parents’ evening
to take their child’s development forward.

The Children
“When I am grown to man’s estate
I shall be very proud and great
And tell the other girls and boys
Not to meddle with my toys”
……………….Robert Louis Stevenson
Children are mimics and learn fastest from one another. A very positive
effect of nursery child care is to improve the social interaction of one child
with the other. Equally it is important for their development that they have
time with their own age group to develop their own skills.
To that end, for their special sessions the children are split into age bands of
approximately 6 weeks - 9 months, 9 - 15 months, 15-24 months, 2-3 years, 35 years and have been allocated group names consistent with their most
persistent characteristics. All development progress is observed, assessed
and recorded.

The

Explorers

(Babies from 6

months) and the
Investigators Children from 1 - 2
years) have specially designed rooms
each with a milk kitchen, changing
and sleeping area, with a high staff ratio, the Treasure
Baskets and other stimulating toys to suit their age and stage
of development. The spaces, equipment and the opportunities
Balls move a bit like water, what fun!
offered are chosen and evaluated using the document
Shall we make waves?
‘Together we can’, South Lanarkshire’s interpretation of the
pre-birth to three curriculum, to chart the child’s
progress and to plan for the child’s next
development steps.
Exploring colour?
Just preparing my
collection!

weeks

to

12

‘Together we can’ has been designed by South
Lanarkshire Council in the same format, but age
appropriate, as the ‘Curriculum for Excellence’ and
aids the transition from the first to the second at
around age three.
3-D shapes and material science for tiny tots:
I can make animals.
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The Explorers’ day is tailored to their own routine and they will be given a gentle introduction to new
experiences through Heuristic play, music, art materials, sand and water. They have space to learn to
crawl and walk and furniture to pull themselves up with. They also have access to their own garden, the
Kindergarten garden and the local park, weather permitting.
When the children reach the Investigators more challenging
activities are introduced to assist with their overall development.
Social interaction is also encouraged by mixing with the older
children for short periods during the day

The Adventurers - Children from 2 - 3 years have their own
activity and quiet areas. At this stage some Montessori educational
materials and other equipment are introduced to provide an
enjoyable and adventurous programme. The assessments at this
stage concentrate on emotional development along with skills in
identifying basic shapes, colour recognition, counting and language
Let’s do some research! Explore
development. Outdoor
material science?
play, visits and visitors
Add water to sand and what happens?
will
encourage
the
Adventurers to explore the outside world.

The Inquirers - Children from 3 years - 4 years, the ante-

More shapes and Colour.
Exhausting work building!

preschool children, have their own stimulating learning
programme and individually designed areas in the nursery.
Their daily curriculum may include computing, French,

mathematics and ante-pre-school reading and
writing skills. They have their own imaginative
play areas, challenging climbing equipment and
messy activities areas.
The outdoor play
facilities are shared with the Analysers.

Trains from shapes, maths perhaps?

The Analyzers- Children from 4 years - 5 years, pre-school
children, will be completing the Scottish Government’s
‘Curriculum for Excellence’ programme within an expanded
National curriculum and being prepared for entry into primary
school. They too have their own stimulating areas with more
sophisticated equipment designed to meet their needs. More
advanced scientific, geographical and historical topics are
introduced to the programme.

Maths is fun, really!
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Vacation time in and around the nursery
Everything we do in the nursery is a learning
opportunity for our children and our staff.
We continue to monitor the development of
both our staff and our children. It is
important for our children to have a good
mixture of staff led and child led activities.
With the better weather, even more time will
be spent outside in our garden, picnics or
outings such as to the park, the farm, art
gallery or museums. There is such a lot to do.

Hillary and Tenzing climbing in the park!

I’ll just let the girls sort this out!

Let’s get to the bottom of this!
Engineering project perhaps?
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The Clubs operate before and after school and during school holidays.
In School Term Time, we operate a before and after school club. The holiday club operates during the
Easter and the summer months and on ‘in-service’ days. All services operate from our premises in Tuphall
Road.
Breakfast Club operates from 0730 hours
Children may be dropped off there before school where they can have breakfast, enjoy the computer
suite, play, read or just chill out. We leave Tuphall Road promptly at 0830 hours to enable us to deliver
the children, in our own mini busses, to the local schools in good time.
After School Club operates from end of school until 1800 hours
After school children will be picked up from the local schools either on foot or by our minibuses and
brought to Tuphall Road where they should be collected anytime up until 1800 hours.
At the Club we have a wide range of equipment to suit most ages of our registration. A simple snack will
be available when the children arrive and the children may do homework, participate in supervised free
choice play and local
outings or simply ‘chill out’
in our comfortable lounge
area.
The Holiday Club
During the October week
and Easter and long
summer vacation, a Holiday
programme is in operation
that will appeal to parents
requiring full time day
care. Our holiday club
days are action packed.
Children are dropped off
at the nursery at Tuphall
Road from 7.30 am and we
depart by 10 am if we are
going on an outing

Pasta is not just for eating.

We make every effort to
take the children out in our own buses whether or not the weather is poor. We have a list of things to do
for each weather option and for each day in the week. We also research what is on offer for the
children throughout the summer from Glasgow City, North and South Lanarkshire Councils. Sometimes
this is not possible and we hire a bus to take the children out. This does incur an additional charge for
those wishing to participate.
In good weather we apply lots of sunscreen, take a picnic, snacks, lots of drinking water, some games
equipment and make the following visits - Chatelherault Park; Falls of Clyde, New Lanark; Strathaven
Park; Craignethan Castle, Crossford; Lanark Loch; Tinto Hill; Calderglen; Clyde Action fun in the Park at
Drumpellier park; Pond dipping, booked rain or shine at Chatelherault park; Strathclyde park; Motherwell
Heritage Centre, fun day; Biggar Park; Water fun day, - bring water pistols and a change of clothes;
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Glasgow green, visit the seaside; Safari park and Clyde walk way. Many of these parks also have events
going on where our children can join in or just play. The walk up Tinto hill can be quite challenging as it is
well over 1000 feet high and those that participate have their picnic at the top.
In bad Weather, depending on the visit, we may take a picnic or have lunch at Hopscotch provided by
our chef. Some visit centres have places where the children can have a picnic even in inclement weather
and offer a whole host of things to do during the summer break. We can visit Almond Valley; Hunter’s
House at East Kilbride; Motherwell Heritage Centre; the Burrell Collection – booked events; Summerlee
Country Park where they have themed days such as an old fashioned washday and traditional games;
Police museum (bookable Mausoleum tour); John Hastie Museum in Strathaven; Calderglen drop in arts &
crafts workshop; Transport Museum; Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum; Cinema when it is free
provided the children do a simple book review; Ice Skating; David Livingston Centre and Bowling.
Hopscotch is well resourced with equipment for the different ages of the children. Sometimes in the
holidays, irrespective of the weather the children just enjoy a quiet time relaxing in the club. The
children attending participate in choosing the days programme.
Whatever our daily programme we usually return to Hopscotch by about 4 pm where the children may be
picked up until 6 pm.
Club eligibility
The summer club is available to all our after school and breakfast club children and anyone else who has
completed primary 1. The Kinder club is for children about to enter primary 1 at school.
We make this distinction for the benefit of the younger children who have not yet experienced the
rough and tumble of the school playground. They can often be frightened by the natural exuberance of
the older ones, so we take care to offer the little ones additional support. We don’t want to put them
off school! It is not of course such a change for those with older brothers or sisters.
Whilst we define our boundaries of acceptable behaviour, and ask our parents to support us in this, we
try to give the children as much freedom as possible. It is their holiday and we want them to remember
it as a good, challenging and enjoyable experience.
Food Service if chosen
Time

Provision if the all food option is chosen

7.00 am

Arrival

7.00 am - 8.30 am

Simple breakfast for children arriving at this time

9.30 am

Drink and biscuit or fruit either before they leave or on arrival
Drinks available throughout the morning

12.30 pm

Lunch either a Hopscotch picnic lunch or the Hopscotch cooked lunch; both usually include fruit and yogurt
Drinks available throughout the afternoon

4.00 pm

Afternoon tea - sandwiches, biscuits and any fruit left over from lunch
Drinks available throughout the afternoon

6.00 pm

Club closes

Parents may choose to provide all food and drink for their children or choose the ‘with food option’ from
Hopscotch. The Hopscotch chef provides the food in that option. Parents choosing to provide food for
their children need to remember that we are on the move and to provide plenty to eat and drink to keep
the children going throughout the day.
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General Information
Registration

and

Inspection

Parents will be aware that the provision of childcare is heavily regulated by instruments of Government. The
following information relates to Scotland.
Care services are regulated and inspected by the Care Inspectorate. They will inspect services against the
inspection capacities and publish service reports.
Education is inspected by the same inspectors as the schools inspectors, Education Scotland (formerly Her
Majesties Inspectors of Education, HMIE), against the 2 curriculums, the curriculum for excellence, age 3 –
18 years and the pre-birth to age three curriculum.
Professional Registration: All care workers are now known and registered as Social Service workers and
they may not practice as social service workers if they are not registered. Workers must register and have
the necessary qualifications to carry out the function for which they are employed. This is a new register,
the Social Services Skills Council (SSSC) register with a set of ‘Codes of Practice’ to which all employers and
employees must adhere and includes the need to demonstrate continuous professional development. Non
adherence may result on being struck of the register and being unable to practice.
It is the responsibility of the employee to obtain the necessary qualifications to enable them to register, to
maintain that registration and to provide their employer with evidence of registration. It is the employers’
responsibility to check the register regularly to ensure that registration has been maintained as it is illegal
to employ someone who has not registered or has subsequently been struck off.
Protection of Vulnerable Groups: It is the responsibility of the service to protect vulnerable children and
adults. In February 2011, the Scottish Government introduced a new membership scheme to replace and
improve upon the disclosure arrangements for people who work with vulnerable groups.
The Protecting Vulnerable Groups Scheme (PVG Scheme) will:
 help to ensure that those who have regular contact with children and protected adults through paid
and unpaid work do not have a known history of harmful behaviour.
 be quick and easy to use, reducing the need for PVG Scheme members to complete a detailed
application form every time a disclosure check is required.
 strike a balance between proportionate protection and robust regulation and make it easier for
employers to determine who they should check to protect their client group.
The PVG Scheme is managed and delivered by Disclosure Scotland which, as an executive agency of the
Scottish Government, will take on additional responsibilities. This will include taking decisions, on behalf of
Scottish Ministers, about who should be barred from working with vulnerable groups.
Against this background, Hopscotch Childcare Centre is able to provide for whole families by providing child
or day care, pre and ante pre-school early learning, a breakfast club, after school club and a holiday club.
We are also able to negotiate with Companies to provide them with day care for their employees’ children
and to provide families with short term emergency care if for any reason they are unable to look after their
children. For example, if a parent is hospitalised, grandparent is unwell or the usual childminder has an
emergency.
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Opening hours
Hopscotch is open for 50 weeks of the year. It closes for two weeks at Christmas and for the weekend at
Easter.
Day Care or child care provision operates from 0730 hrs. - 1800 hrs for 50 weeks of the year whilst the
Kindergarten for children age 3 – 5 is embedded in the day care sessions and operates from 0830 – 1140 hrs.
& 1240 - 1600 hrs for 11 weeks in each of the summer, winter and Easter terms only. Kindergarten for
parents who need only afternoon day care commences at 1330 hrs.
In School Term Time a before-school and after-school club is in operation. Hopscotch deliver children to
the local schools in our own minibuses if possible in good time in the morning and will pick them up from the
local schools in the evening. We are also able to offer ‘in – service’ day care.
During the Easter and long summer vacation, a Holiday programme is in operation that will appeal to parents
requiring full time day care. If at all possible the children will be taken out for at least part of the day to
local parks, cinema or museums. In inclement weather the children will spend time at Tuphall Road.

Settling

into Hopscotch

Parents and children often find beginning nursery a difficult time. It is usually a new experience and can
cause some anxiety both to the parents and the child. Please try not to worry. This is normal and these
feelings generally pass quickly. We do recommend that you take advantage of our settling in period when we
can introduce you to the nursery environment.
Children under three are enrolled for a minimum of two sessions per week. Children from aged three are
enrolled for a minimum of three sessions per week. We are happy to discuss this policy with you but in
general we do this because we believe that it is in the child’s best interest. It helps the children to settle in
the Centre.

Contract
On taking up your place at Hopscotch, you will be provided with a contract detailing the days and hours you
have reserved for your child and the daily, weekly and calendar monthly costs of the care together with the
details of our terms and conditions.
You may choose your method and frequency of payment. You must sign the contract and return it to the
nursery to be signed by us. You will then be given a copy of the contract for your files which you must keep
safely and adhere to the conditions. Failure to comply may result in us regretfully withdrawing your child’s
place.
In signing the contract you are also agreeing to abide by the extensive range of policies and procedures
which are in place, either by law or by good practice to protect all who use the service.

Fees
The nursery budget is based on the number of children enrolled, and the quality of all the facilities provided.
Nursery overheads and expenses do not diminish if a child is absent. Full fees are payable even if your child
is ill. Please discus any serious long term illness with the nursery manager.
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Fees with Hopscotch Nurseries include:









early learning and childcare nursery fees
mid-session healthy snacks, largely comprising fresh fruit, cheese and raisins.
stimulating, arts and crafts materials and baking ingredients
birthday and Christmas celebrations and birthday and Christmas presents for each child
the cost of early learning excursions if undertaken by nursery buses
staffing and resourcing of parents’ evenings to discuss the child’s progress
home cooked lunch for all children who are old enough to eat it.
afternoon tea for day care and after-school care children

Method

of payment: Fees are paid in advance by term or by equal monthly instalments provided that

parents enrol their child for a full year. Fees may be paid by standing order on the first day of each month
or by cheque three days before the first of each month. A detailed calculation and schedule of payments
will be given to you before your child starts, along with a standing order form. All booked hours will be
invoiced and must be paid. Any additional hours taken will automatically be billed and prompt settlement is
required.

Late payment charge
Please remember to pay the fees in good time or you will incur a late payment fee of £20 per week.

Late

collection charge: late collection of children will incur a fee of £6.00 per hour or part thereof

and in the evening £12 to be paid directly to the staff who have had to stay late to ensure the safety of
your child.

Optional

extras: Dance and drama classes may be available. If they are available the current prices

should be obtained from the nursery.

Registration

fee: A £30 non-returnable fee is required on registration to secure your child’s place in

the nursery.

Notice

of withdrawal: One month’s notice of withdrawal, in writing, must be given or a month’s fees

paid in lieu of notice.

Holidays

- Children may be registered for the holiday programme only. Children participating in the

after-school care scheme may be cared for on ‘in service’ days and in the holiday play scheme if parents wish
but they must remember to register separately.

Staff

- All members of staff are fully trained, and we continually involve them in as many training

programmes as possible. This meets with the need for staff to keep themselves abreast of new development
in early learning and childcare in order to register with the Social Services Skills Council (SSSC) so that
they may practise in the child care sector. Registration with the triple SC began in October 2006. We have
good staff ratios and the staff are always happy to meet with parents to discuss their child’s progress and
particular needs.
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Meal

times - In the nursery we ensure a healthy diet. Kindergarten and Nursery children receive a

simple breakfast, morning snack and a home cooked lunch. In the afternoon children receive afternoon tea

Sample

Menu - The following list is a sample of the type of lunches supplied in the nursery. Vegetable

are included with every meal and also available are daytime snacks, fresh fruit, crudités, yogurt and home
baking, water, milk and sugar-free drinks.

Day

Starter

Main Course

Monday

Tomato Soup

Cauliflower and Pasta Bake

Tuesday
Wednesday

Sausage & vegetable casserole
with rice
Vegetable &
Lentil Soup

Thursday
Friday

Crusty Bread

Monday
Tuesday

Chicken Broth

Wednesday

Dessert
Ice cream & fruit

Pasta Carbonara
Chicken in white sauce & rice

Angel Delight (sugar free)

Spaghetti Bolognese

Fruit/yogurt

Mince, vegetables and potatoes

Rice pudding & fruit

Baked potato, Cheese, ham &
beans
Macaroni cheese & toast

Thursday

Leak & Potato
Soup

Fisherman’s pie

Friday

Crusty bread

Lasagne

Jelly fluff

Banana surprise
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Illness

:

Any child suffering from a doubtful rash, sore throat, discharge from eyes or nose, or

diarrhoea, should be kept at home until a doctor has certified they are not infectious. If a child becomes ill
while at the nursery, parents will be contacted. Please ensure that contact numbers are kept up-to-date.
Please ensure that you are familiar with our policy on the administration of medicine. In summary, we can
only administer prescribed medication which has full written instructions and only if a consent form is
completed. We will not administer the first doze of any medicine. This is a safety precaution.

Collection of children
It is important for the security of your child that any change to those nominated for collecting the child is
notified to the nursery manager. A coded security system will be in operation.

Clothing
All clothing should be clearly marked with the child’s name. To enable the children to take full advantage of
the extensive experiences we offer our children, please ensure that the children are equipped with a variety
of clothes suitable for both indoor and outdoor pursuits in the weather of the day. For example, please
provide soft shoes for indoor use, a change of clothes, sun hats for the summer and Wellington boots and
warm clothes for winter. Indoor shoes should be left at the nursery and other suitable clothes should be
left at the nursery each day. Hopscotch polo shirts and sweat shirts are recommended.

Parental Involvement
Hopscotch will work alongside parents to ensure the children’s emotional and social development and the
parent’s sense of security and trust for Hopscotch. Hopscotch has many opportunities where parents are
welcomed into the facility to ensure that we establish links with them which will have a positive impact on
the children. The Hopscotch has an open door policy and parents’ issues or concerns will be recognised and
respected.

Benefits of child care for children, parents and employers
While it is still true that many families need childcare to enable them to work, it is recognised that there
can in fact be benefits both for the parents and the child. Children can benefit enormously and learn very
fast in the nursery environment giving them a good start in life, hence the introduction of funded places for
3 and 4 year olds’. Also, there are so many demands on time in the modern world that parents often have
little time left for themselves after working all day either in the home or outside it and in devoting time to
bring up their families. Often there is no extended family to provide a little respite. Quality child care
where the children are well looked after, have friends and are in a caring environment can provide much
reassurance for parents.
It can provide a better work life balance for parents, make them happier
employees and result in greater retention of staff for employers.
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Benefits to the child.
a. The child grows and develops in an environment with plenty of fun and choice throughout their day.
b. Nursery provides the opportunity for interaction with children from many different backgrounds.
c. Exciting challenges are provided through activities planned and monitored for each child in line with
their development stage.
d. Children learn to trust others, to share and to become independent out with their immediate family
setting.
e. Younger children are stimulated and learn from older children.

Benefits to parents.
a. Allows parents to return to work earlier after a career break.
b. Gives greater flexibility for their work patterns and increases their ability to respond to short
notice demands.
c. Allows a parent greater flexibility in hours worked and to participate in opportunities for job-share.
d. Access tax deductible help with childcare fees and / working family tax credits

Benefits to Employers in operating the Government Voucher Scheme
Good employers are interested in their staff’s welfare which impacts on their ability to run a cost effective
business. If employers help their employees to obtain child care and to source help with their child care
costs, then it will make a big difference to their ability to recruit and retain their staff and have a happy
work force.
Participating in a salary sacrifice scheme results in
a.

a saving in tax and NI of about £1000 per employee taking up salary sacrifice (childcare tax free
vouchers)
b. tax breaks of about £18 per week in an employee’s pocket to spend on childcare
Parent who are not offered salary sacrifice from their employers at this time should request it. It is our
understanding that it is a simple scheme to operate.
(Note: This needs to be updated in the light of the March 2011 budget.)
Important links
www.hmrc.gov.uk/childcare/interaction-tc-cv.htm
www.childcarevouchers.co.uk/employer/employersavingscalculator/calculette.asp
www.hmrc.gov.uk/specialist/salary_sacrifice.pdf
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Location of Provision by Hopscotch
Hopscotch provides
Kindergarten & Day Care age 3-5; @ 58 Tuphall Road, ML3 6TB
Day care age 0 - 3 @ 4 - 8 Morgan Street, ML3 6RJ
Term Time Out of School Clubs & Holiday Club age 5 - 14 years; @ Tuphall Road.
All Enquiries and communications with the various facilities is from the administration
centre at Tuphall Road.
Telephone: 01698 891173 for the day care facility
01698 426800 for the Out of School clubs.
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Addresses and Telephone Numbers
Bernie@hopscotch-nursery.co.uk
Sylvia@hopscotch-nursery.co.uk

Hopscotch Kindergarten & Day Care
age 3 - 5 years
58 Tuphall Road
Hamilton, ML3 6TB
Tel. 01698 891173

Hopscotch Day Care age
0 - 3 years
4-8 Morgan Street,
Hamilton, ML3 6RJ
Tel. 01698 891173

Hopscotch Out of School Clubs
age 5 - 14 years
58 Tuphall Road
Hamilton, ML3 6TB
Tel. 01698 426800

The completed Registration Form and a £30 registration fee should be returned to the
Tuphall Road address to secure a place. You may download all our necessary forms from
the web and either bring or post them to the nursery completely filled in.
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